Rankings

- **Money** ranked Baruch #1 for “Best Public Colleges” and #2 for “Best Colleges for Your Money”
- **The Princeton Review** named Baruch College as one of “The Best 382 Colleges” and “Best Bang for Your Buck”
- **Forbes** ranked Baruch a “Best Value College”
- **U.S. News & World Report** ranked Baruch College Among the 2018 Best Graduate Schools **The Chronicle of Higher Education** ranked Baruch College one of “the most selective public universities.”

Baruch College

- Baruch College received top rankings in social mobility by **The Opportunity of Equality Project**, the largest big data study yet conducted.
- Baruch College praised for having the most upward mobility amongst students in **The New York Times, Poets & Quants**, and **Yahoo! Finance**.
- Baruch Traders Club featured in **The Wall Street Journal, CNBC**, and **NASDAQ** for unprecedented wins at international trading competitions with top schools.
- Four recent graduates explain what motivated them to choose Baruch College—one of **Money’s** Top Colleges
- **TechCrunch** profiled 2017 Commencement Speaker and WeWork co-founder/CEO Adam Neumann, who received his BBA degree at the Ceremony.
- Baruch College: Fox 5: “Flagship Technology Lab at Baruch College Opens with Fanfare” (10/20/17)

Faculty

- President Mitchel B. Wallerstein quoted in **The New York Times** about Baruch College being a social mobility innovator.
- David Birdsell shared his political expertise with **Politico, The Blaze, Long Island Radio**, and **City Limits**.
- Aldemaro Romero Jr. offered his thoughts on social justice in **The Intelligencer**.
- Hector Cordero Guzman interviewed by **NPR, Diverse Education, Buzzfeed**, and **Notice** on Puerto Rico’s debt crisis. Carla Robbins also discussed how sanctions are used with **WNYC radio’s The Brian Lehrer Show**.
- Mygung-Koo Kang participated in a panel discussion on **The Heat** and discussed sanctions against North Korea with **EBL News**.
- Els de Graauw spoke on immigrant rights in this current political climate with **Washington Monthly**.
- David R. Jones addressed the judgements that presidents face in **The Washington Post**.
- Linda Allen interviewed by **The Street** concerning the U.S. economy and what’s to come.
- Roseanne McManus’ op-ed in **The Washington Post** and quoted in **USA Today**.
- Marc Edelman in **Yahoo! Finance, Newsday**, and **Marketplace** on sports law.
- Thomas J. Main wrote an op-ed in The Los Angeles Times on the alt-right.
- Rebecca Merkin discussed talking politics at work in **The New York Times**.
- Ralph Blumenthal’s **The New York Times** feature celebrated the art of Asia Week New York.